WINTER CAMPAIGN 2010

Winter and Night Jumps in Estonia!
12th February to the 14st February
European Military Parachutists Association will organize the “The Winter Campaign 2010” within the
term: 12thto 14t Febuary 2010! Our Estonian friends have initiated us to again for Winter and Night jumps
in Estonia whit the opportunity to jump for the Estonian military parachuting qualification for both round
canopy and free fall
Drop-Zone:
Jump-ships:
Parachute systems:

Nurmsi, Estonia (100 km south east of Tallinn)
AN 2 (NATO Code Colt)
Soviet D6 (military round canopy system)
Square parachute systems

Jump altitude:

Square parachute systems
Round-canopy systems

around 1000m 
around  600m

The Winter Campaign is open to all experienced military static-line-jumpers and freefall qualified personnel.
Costs
Fore EMPA members Course: 230 - Euros (annual membership fee for 2010 has to be paid)
New EMPA members Course: 300 - Euros
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Limited numbers of participants to 12 on a first-come, first-serve basis and all jumpers have to be
members of EMPA/EMFV
Include:
Round canopy refresher course Training in military parachuting whit round canopy and mass drop
Jumps whit D6 parachute under supervision of the Estonian Army jumpmasters
Transfer from Tallinn to DZ Nurmisi in the middle of Estonia.
Free fallers whit valid license can rent equipment on site and pay by the jump
Registration:
The latest date for Registration: 31/12/2009. Registration to EMPA-Sweden at E-mail to
info@european.paratrooper.se or to EMFV/EMPA HQ office with name, rank, date of birth, number of
jumps and date for last jump. And non- refundable deposit of 100 € by transfer to EMPA account.
The following benefits are includes with the package:
1. Benefits:
Theoretical and practical training
5 Jumps with the parachute D6 (altitude at exit: 300-600m)
Aircraft AN2
Military Parachuting Certificate and badge
2. Insurance:
All participating soldiers jump at their own risk. Please make sure you have a valid Tourist
health insurance that covers parachuting activities (Compulsory in Estonia).
3. Costs:
Fore EMPA members Course: 230 - Euros (annual membership fee for 2010 has to be paid)
New EMPA members Course: 300 - Euros
Accommodation and meals is included in the price
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4. Uniform:
Please abstain from wearing military clothes and garment on the way to Estonia. During the jump event
you should either wear the black EMPA SWAT-uniform or any official uniform. You may borrow a jump
helmet at the drop zone. Please bring your own parachuting boots.
5. Parachuting Qualifications:
Requirements to participate in the jumps:
Experienced jumpers must present on place:
A medical certificate “fit for parachuting”
A third party (liability) insurance and foreign health insurance
A minimum number of 3 jumps with round-canopy systems or square parachute systems
At last jump during the last 12 months
Freefall jumper must present on place:
International valid FF licence, i.e.> FAI B licence, USPA, BPA or equal
At least 2 jumps during the last 12 months
Important: All the above documents are checked in place. Those who my not meet the requirements will not
participate in the jumps and receive no refund.
6. Meeting point:
We arrange for pickup at Tallinn airport or the Ferry terminal. You have to in Tallinn before lunch on
the 12th February. If you are arriving early we can arrange for accommodation to a low price in
Tallinn.
Check list, what you must bring:
1. Doctor's certificate of fitness to jump
2. EMPA Jump log
3. Jump license (if you have)
4. Bandages for the ankle joints
5. Duct tape to cover lacing hooks
6. Jump boots or ankle high sport shoes
7. Uniform or appropriate jump suit / coveralls
8. Be at jump registration on time
9. Have you provided for appropriate insurance protection, e.g. international medical
insurance?
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Flights to Tallinn are operated by following companies:

AIR BALTIC CORPORATION (BT)
Info and sales: (+372) 640 7750
www.airbaltic.com
CITY AIRLINE (CF)
Info and sales: (+46) 3160 0385
www.cityairline.com
CSA CZECH AIRLINES (OK)
Info and sales: (+372) 630 9397
www.csa.cz
EASYJET (EZY)
Info and sales: (+44) 870 600 0000
www.easyjet.com
ESTONIAN AIR (OV)
Info and sales: (+372) 640 1160
www.estonian-air.ee
FINNAIR (AY)
Info and sales: (+372) 626 6309
www.finnair.ee
FINNCOMM AIRLINES (FC)
Info and sales: (+358) 9 4243 2000
www.fc.fi
KLM - AIR FRANCE (KL)
Info and sales: (+372) 699 9696
www.estonia.klm.com
LUFTHANSA (LH)
Info and sales: (+372) 681 4630
www.lufthansa.ee
NORWEGIAN (DY)
Info and sales: (+47) 2149 0015
www.norwegian.no
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